
Fantastic Phonics!

Week 1 – Strawberry Group



Monday 20th April 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start by recapping what a suffix is…

A suffix is a letter or group of letters that can be added to the end of a root word.

Different suffixes have different meanings, so when you add a suffix 
to a word you change its meaning and make a new word.

These are the ones you’ve already learned with Mrs Ward:

Can you remember how to use them?
What does each of the words below become when you add these suffixes?

Write them down in your book, and then see if you were right!

mix

inged er



Did you get them all right?

play
played
playing
player

mix
mixed
mixing
mixer

paint
painted
painting
painter

inged er

Now read each word out loud and make sure you are confident reading these 
suffixes and that you understand what each of the words mean.



Let’s look more closely at how it changes the word…

We’re going to put some of those words into a sentence to look at how the word has changed.

Use your fantastic phonics knowledge to read each of the sentences below.

Can you pass me the red paint?

She painted her house bright blue.

They looked at the painting in the art gallery.

Vincent Van Gogh was a famous painter.



Reading Common Words

Each week we will focus on some common words to practise reading and spelling.

The children should already be familiar with the four strategies that we use to help memorise 
words. There is a summary below to help if they’ve forgotten, or for them to refer back to.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

best bad tea top

fell box sleep



Today we’re learning a new suffix!

This week we’re going to be learning all about the suffix est.

est

When we add est to the end of a word, it turns the word into a superlative adjective!

Don’t worry if you can’t remember that, it is a very tricky phrase, but let’s look at what it actually means…

superlative adjective

meaning the 
most it can be 

a describing 
word



Let’s write some words with this suffix…

est

superlative adjective

meaning the 
most it can be 

a describing 
word

Can you add the suffix est to the following words?

Write them in your book, and then see if you were right!

tall    +    est =

small    +    est =

cold    +    est =

warm    +    est =



Did you get them all right?

Think carefully about how it has changed the word to mean the most that word can be…

est

superlative adjective

meaning the 
most it can be 

a describing 
word

tall    +    est =

small    +    est =

cold    +    est =

warm    +    est =

tallest

smallest

coldest

warmest



Let’s read some sentences with this suffix…

Read the questions below, and choose the correct picture to answer each question with.

Which is the tallest 
animal?

Which is the smallest 
animal?



How did you do?

Let’s have a look at the answers.

Which is the tallest 
animal?

The giraffe
(it is the most tall animal)

Which is the smallest 
animal?

The mouse
(it is the most small animal)



Let’s read some more sentences with this suffix…

Read the statements below, and choose the correct statement to match the picture.

I feel the coldest I 
have ever been.

Today is the warmest 
day of the year.



How did you do?

I feel the coldest I 
have ever been.

Today is the warmest 
day of the year.
(it is the most warm day)

Let’s have a look at the answer.



Now it’s your turn!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find photos of different types of weather.
Your job is to write a sentence or sentences for each picture using the est suffix.

Don’t forget simple things like using your neatest writing, capital letters, finger spaces and full stops!

Here is an example of what I am looking for:

The brightest sun is shining 
in the blue sky through the 

fluffy white clouds.

Note for parents: Don’t worry at this stage if your child spells some words incorrectly i.e. sunnyest rather than sunniest, or bigest rather 
than biggest, we will come to these rules tomorrow. Today we just want to get the children used to adding est as a suffix.



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Past Tense Penguin!

This week please 
choose Simple Game.

We’re going to keep practising the ed suffix that you learned in school with Mrs Ward.
Click on ‘start’ and the penguin will waddle off the ice and jump into the sea to reveal a word. 

You need to decide how we are going to change that word to the past tense by clicking on the correct iceberg. 
Remember, with most verbs we just add ed, however….

If a word ends in e we drop the e and then add ed
If the verb has a short vowel sound and ends in a consonant we double the consonant and add ed

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 1

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 1
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Tuesday 21st April 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

Yesterday we met the common words that we are going to be practising this week and reminded 
ourselves about the four memory strategies we know we can use to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

best bad tea top

fell box sleep



Now let’s think about our new suffix…

This week we’re learning all about:

est

Do you remember that we found out that when we add est to the end of a word, it turns the word into a superlative adjective!

Don’t worry if you can’t remember that, it is a very tricky phrase, but let’s remind ourselves what it actually means…

superlative adjective

meaning the 
most it can be 

a describing 
word



Let’s learn a rule for this suffix…

To be a spelling superhero, we need to learn a few rules about adding the suffix est to our root words.

Rule 1

Most of the time, we just add est, 
like we practised yesterday.

But…

If the adjective already ends in e
we drop the e and then add est



Can you add the suffix est to the following adjectives?

Write them in your book, and then see if you were right!

Let’s have a go…

Remember if the 
adjective already 

ends in e
we drop the e 

and then add est

fine    +    est =

rude    +    est =

large    +    est =

tame    +    est =



Did you get them all right?

Are you a spelling superhero?!

fine    +    est =

rude    +    est =

large    +    est =

tame    +    est =

finest

rudest

largest

tamest

Remember if the 
adjective already 

ends in e
we drop the e 

and then add est



Let’s learn a rule for this suffix…

To be a spelling superhero, we need to learn a few rules about adding the suffix est to our root words.

Rule 2

Most of the time, we just add est, like we 
practised yesterday.

But…

If the adjective has a short vowel 
sound and ends in a consonant

we double the consonant and add est



Can you add the suffix est to the following adjectives?

Write them in your book, and then see if you were right!

Let’s have a go…

hot    +    est =

big    +    est =

wet    +    est =

sad    +    est =

Remember if the adjective 
has a short vowel sound 
and ends in a consonant

we double the 
consonant and add est

Short vowel sounds mean a 
rather than ai, e rather than ee, 
i rather than igh, o rather than 

oa and u rather than ue.



hot    +    est =

big    +    est =

wet    +    est =

sad    +    est =

Remember if the adjective 
has a short vowel sound 
and ends in a consonant

we double the 
consonant and add est

Short vowel sounds mean a 
rather than ai, e rather than ee, 
i rather than igh, o rather than 

oa and u rather than ue.

Did you get them all right?

Are you a spelling superhero?!

hottest

biggest 

wettest

saddest

t

g

t

d



Let’s learn a rule for this suffix…

To be a spelling superhero, we need to learn a few rules about adding the suffix est to our root words.

Rule 3

Most of the time, we just add est, like we 
practised yesterday.

But…

If the adjective already ends in y 
we change the y for an i

and then add est



Can you add the suffix est to the following adjectives?

Write them in your book, and then see if you were right!

Let’s have a go…

funny    +    est =

shiny    +    est =

wobbly    +    est =

messy    +    est =

Remember if the 
adjective ends in y

we change the y for 
an i and then

add est



funny    +    est =

shiny    +    est =

wobbly    +    est =

messy    +    est =

funniest

shiniest 

wobbliest

messiest

Did you get them all right?

Are you a spelling superhero?!

i

i

i

i

Remember if the 
adjective ends in y

we change the y for 
an i and then

add est



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Past Tense Penguin!

This week please 
choose Simple Game.

We’re going to keep practising the ed suffix that you learned in school with Mrs Ward.
Click on ‘start’ and the penguin will waddle off the ice and jump into the sea to reveal a word. 

You need to decide how we are going to change that word to the past tense by clicking on the correct iceberg. 
Remember, with most verbs we just add ed, however….

If a word ends in e we drop the e and then add ed
If the verb has a short vowel sound and ends in a consonant we double the consonant and add ed

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 1

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 1
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Wednesday 22nd April 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

On Monday, we met the common words that we are going to be practising this week and reminded 
ourselves about the four memory strategies we know we can use to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

best bad tea top

fell box sleep



Now let’s see how we’re getting on with our new suffix…

We learned that by adding est to a root word, we turn it into a superlative adjective.

We can also call these words superlatives.

Today we’re going to be using superlatives to describe people.

This week we’re learning all about:

est

superlative adjective

meaning the 
most it can be 

a describing 
word



Let’s make sure we can remember the rules first!

Yesterday you turned into a spelling superhero by learning three rules for adding the suffix est…

Rule 1:
If the adjective already ends in e
we drop the e and then add est

Rule 2:
If the adjective has a short vowel sound and ends in a consonant

we double the consonant and add est

Rule 3:
If the adjective already ends in y 

we change the y for an i and then add est



Let’s have a go…

Here are some characters you might recognise!

Don’t forget to 
use the rules 
you know!

Have a go at changing each of these words to the superlative by adding est.

Write four sentences in your book, all starting with “This dwarf is the…”
and then see if you were right!

sneezy

happy grumpy

sleepy



I hope you remembered to use Rule 3 for each sentence, that you were 
using your neatest writing, capital letters, finger spaces and full stops!

This dwarf is 
the sneeziest.

Did you get them all right?

This dwarf is 
the happiest.

This dwarf is 
the grumpiest.

This dwarf is 
the sleepiest.



Ask a grown up to take a photo of you acting out some of the words and send it to me.
I’ll choose who I think is the best at acting that word i.e. the angriest, the noisiest.

I’ll share the results with you all and the winning photos at the end of the week!

I can’t wait to see your photos!
ajenkins@greatdalby.leics.sch.uk

Time for a competition!

Here are some actions for you to act out at home…

crazy glum shy noisy

hungry fit brave



Now it’s your turn!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will see that I want you to describe the members of your family using lots of superlatives.
Don’t forget simple things like using your neatest writing, capital letters, finger spaces and full stops!

Here is an example of what I am looking for:

My Family

My sister is the smallest and the quietest, with the biggest
smile and the longest hair.

My dad is the tallest in my family and sometimes the 
grumpiest, but I love that he always wears the silliest socks!

My mum the kindest and the bossiest because my bedroom is 
always the messiest but she helps me to tidy it up. 

My grandpa makes the yummiest cakes and has the sweetest
sausage dog called Slinky.

Don’t forget to 
use the rules 
you know!



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Past Tense Penguin!

This week please 
choose Simple Game.

We’re going to keep practising the ed suffix that you learned in school with Mrs Ward.
Click on ‘start’ and the penguin will waddle off the ice and jump into the sea to reveal a word. 

You need to decide how we are going to change that word to the past tense by clicking on the correct iceberg. 
Remember, with most verbs we just add ed, however….

If a word ends in e we drop the e and then add ed
If the verb has a short vowel sound and ends in a consonant we double the consonant and add ed

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 1

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 1
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Thursday 23rd April 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

On Monday, we met the common words that we are going to be practising this week and reminded 
ourselves about the four memory strategies we know we can use to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

best bad tea top

fell box sleep



Now let’s see how we’re getting on with our new suffix…

We learned that by adding est to a root word, we turn it into a superlative adjective.

We can also call these words superlatives.

Yesterday we used superlatives to describe people, today we’re going to use them to describe places.

This week we’re learning all about:

est

superlative adjective

meaning the 
most it can be 

a describing 
word



Let’s make sure we can remember the rules first!

On Tuesday you turned into a spelling superhero by learning three rules for adding the suffix est…

Rule 1:
If the adjective already ends in e
we drop the e and then add est

Rule 2:
If the adjective has a short vowel sound and ends in a consonant

we double the consonant and add est

Rule 3:
If the adjective already ends in y 

we change the y for an i and then add est



Let’s have a go…

Here is a picture 
of some children 
in a classroom at 

school.

Don’t forget to 
use the rules 
you know!

I have added some labels to the 
picture.

Have a go at changing each of 
the labels to the superlative by 

adding est.

Write a list of all of the new 
labels in your book 

under the title
My classroom has the:

and then see if you were right!

noisy 
clock

messy 
bookshelf

kind 
children

clean 
desks

green
plant

sharp
pencils



Did you get them all right?

My classroom has the:
Greenest plant,
Noisiest clock, 
Messiest bookshelf,
Sharpest pencils,
Cleanest desks,
Kindest children.

noisy 
clock

messy 
bookshelf

kind 
children

clean 
desks

green
plant

sharp
pencils

I hope you 
remembered to 
use the rules we 
know for adding 

est, that you 
were using your 
neatest writing, 
finger spaces, 

commas and full 
stops!



Now it’s your turn!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will see that I want you to draw, label 
and then describe your dream bedroom using lots of superlatives.

Don’t forget simple things like using your neatest writing, 
capital letters, finger spaces and full stops!

Here is an example of what I am looking for:

My Dream Bedroom

In my dream bedroom I would have the comfiest bed 
with the softest pillows to make sure I always had a 
great night’s sleep and the loveliest dreams.

I would buy the biggest fish tank and fill it with the 
brightest coloured fish the pet shop has. It would be so 
big it could fit the largest whale in the world in it! 

Try to be as 
creative and 

imaginative as 
you can be!

Don’t forget to 
use the rules 
you know!

softest 
pillowscomfiest 

bed



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Past Tense Penguin!

This week please 
choose Simple Game.

We’re going to keep practising the ed suffix that you learned in school with Mrs Ward.
Click on ‘start’ and the penguin will waddle off the ice and jump into the sea to reveal a word. 

You need to decide how we are going to change that word to the past tense by clicking on the correct iceberg. 
Remember, with most verbs we just add ed, however….

If a word ends in e we drop the e and then add ed
If the verb has a short vowel sound and ends in a consonant we double the consonant and add ed

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 1

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 1
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Friday 24th April 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

On Monday, we met the common words that we are going to be practising this week and reminded 
ourselves about the four memory strategies we know we can use to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

best bad tea top

fell box sleep



Let’s remind ourselves what we’ve learned this week…

also know as a 
superlative

superlative adjective

meaning the 
most it can be 

a describing 
word

When we add est, the 
root word changes to a

This is the tallest giraffe.
(it is the most tall)

This is the smallest giraffe.
(it is the most small)



Let’s remind ourselves what we’ve learned this week…

Rule 1:
If the adjective already ends in e
we drop the e and then add est

Rule 2:
If the adjective has a short vowel sound and ends in a consonant

we double the consonant and add est

Rule 3:
If the adjective already ends in y 

we change the y for an i and then add est

There are three important rules we need to remember for adding est:

And we have used 
superlatives to describe 

weather, people and places.



Now it’s your turn!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find photos of different types of animals.
Your job is to write some absolutely amazing sentences for each picture to showcase your learning about the est suffix.

Don’t forget simple things like using your neatest writing, capital letters, finger spaces and full stops!

Here is an example of what I am looking for:

This tiger has the fluffiest orange 
and black fur covering it’s body. It 

has the sharpest eye sight and 
strongest sense of smell to help it 
hunt it’s prey. It needs to have the 
biggest paws to run quickly and 

swim through deep water.



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Past Tense Penguin!

This week please 
choose Simple Game.

We’re going to keep practising the ed suffix that you learned in school with Mrs Ward.
Click on ‘start’ and the penguin will waddle off the ice and jump into the sea to reveal a word. 

You need to decide how we are going to change that word to the past tense by clicking on the correct iceberg. 
Remember, with most verbs we just add ed, however….

If a word ends in e we drop the e and then add ed
If the verb has a short vowel sound and ends in a consonant we double the consonant and add ed

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 1

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 1
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt

